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“The rondo was a favorite form of the classical composers. In the Rondo Brillante I have attempted
to capture the lighthearted spirit which typifies the classical examples. Formally, the work consists
of an introduction followed by the rondo proper in the design A−B−A−C−A−D−A.
Rondo Brillante was composed with the knowledge that I was composing for highly professional
players, and I was free to exercise my penchant for virtuoso writing. Thus, bristling cadenzas,
perpetual motion passages, and coloristic writing abound.
In variation rondo form, the theme was an ascending chromatic scale, varied each time it recurred.
The episodes highlighted various intervals and their inversions, but were subjected also to
chromatic development.
Rondo Brillante is dedicated to Harriette Forbes Oliver, a painter and long-time friend of my first
wife’s family. Harriette made two abstract oil paintings for me and they hang in my office. Musical
symbols from my manuscript and silhouettes of my head form the basic ingredients of the
composition. The dedication of the rondo to her was my show of appreciation.
The work was premiered on February 1, 1973. Student reviewer David M. Burge wrote in the
Michigan State University State News following the premiere: ‘…the trio, gave the piece a
performance that caught the drive and menace of the piece. Yet, the piece, because it is written with
virtuoso performers in mind, dealt mostly in technical display passages that ended up sounding
like a swarm of bees.’
Chris Brockman wrote in the Lansing State Journal: ‘Rondo Brillante is a work of tremendous energy
and good humor, and virtuosic demand−the score is spiced with usual and unusual directions to
guide the performer in achieving these qualities. One, which reads “like Heifetz,” means he wants
the violinist to start high. In another, he wants a low start, so naturally puts “like Lowfetz.” In
another place, he wants a snappy rhythm, so he writes “Like Batman,” meaning like the theme
from the television show. Rondo Brillante is a happy combination of old and new; something
Hutcheson seems to be particularly adept at achieving. The harmonies and the rhythms are largely
in the modern idiom, but the work as a whole is quite perspicuous in form, a rondo, “tight knit,
with variety,” allowing for a basis of understanding and appreciation in two different musical
orientations.’
Mary Lynn Griffin of the Observer Eccentric called the work ‘…one of tremendous vitality and
considerable humor, but was, nonetheless, tightly structured.’ In a review for the Detroit Free Press,
Collins George wrote: ‘A wildly difficult work, it simply radiates good nature and has the entire
audience smiling at its end.’”
─Jere Hutcheson
The world premiere of Rondo Brilliante was on February 1, 1973 in the Music Auditorium, Music
Department, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
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